MEDIA RELEASE 2nd September 2021

SUE NEILL-FRASER’S 4400TH DAY IN PRISON
A vigil will be held on Parliament House Lawns - SATURDAY 4 SEPTEMBER 2021 - 11 am to 1 pm
In support of Sue Neill-Fraser, her supporters will be holding a vigil to raise awareness that on 3
September 2021, Sue, who is an innocent woman, will have been in prison for exactly 4400 days.
President of the Neill-Fraser Support Group Inc, Rosie Crumpton-Crook said
that “Sue’s supporters continue to question why is it taking so long to resolve this matter?”
Ms Crumpton-Crook said that “In recent weeks, a series of detailed reports highlighting flawed
police investigation practices and failure to disclose evidence, have been sent to Tasmania’s
Attorney General, Elise Archer. The authors of the reports, Barbara Etter and Hugh Selby asked the
Attorney-General to intervene in the case.”
“Just this week, the Hon Michael Gaffney MLC addressed the Legislative Council about Sue’s case
after former Premier and former Attorney-General Lara Giddings sent the Selby / Etter papers to all
members of the Legislative Council. Mr Gaffney spoke of wanting to right a wrong and to have the
Attorney-General join us in that quest.
Ms Crumpton-Crook stated that “There are many groups and organisations in Australia who are
lobbying in support of Sue and those supporters are gravely concerned that many people in
positions of authority in Tasmania appear to be wilfully ignoring exculpatory evidence, while Sue
continues to languish in prison. It is time for there to be a Commission of Inquiry looking at all
aspects of the case.”
Sue’s supporters continue to grow in numbers with a markedly increased interest from international
supporters after the Discovery Channel in Europe and America started streaming Undercurrent, a six
-part documentary about Sue’s case which unfortunately has not been screened on Tasmanian TV.
A change.org petition calling for an independent judicial inquiry has close to 25,000 signatures, Ms
Crumpton-Crook said.
Ms Crumpton-Crook stated that “The authorities can continue to delay and obfuscate, but they need
to understand that Sue’s supporters will never give up and go away. We will not rest until this
horrendous miscarriage of justice is properly investigated and overturned and Sue is home with her
family, exonerated and handsomely compensated.”
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